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Front entry

Work with the space you’ve got to create an
organised front entrance in your home. If space
is tight, like the entry pictured opposite, consider
a small bench seat with storage underneath for
shoes, and multiple hooks for coats, hats and bags.
If space permits, a mudroom like this one (pictured
this page) can be the stuff of storage dreams. “This
mudroom was designed specifically as a space for
convenient storage,” says designer Michelle Hart
of Bask Interiors. “A couple of pull-out drawers
underneath the bench seat means shoes can be
accessed easily and also put away for a clutterfree area. We installed a few wall hooks for the
homeowner to hang up their handbag or coat.”
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Home Republic ‘Mornington’ console
in white $399.99 adairs.com.au

Ethnicraft ‘U’ oak shelf long
$135 clickonfurniture.com.au

West Elm ‘Geo’ multi hook
$89 westelm.com.au

Luxe tipped pull brass $28
thedesignhunter.com.au

Normann Copenhagen
‘Horizon’ mirror
vertical in grey $215
top3.com.au

Mustard ‘The Skinny’
locker in blush $299
mustardmade.com

Locker love

“Lockers also work
well in home offices
or kidsʼ rooms!”

Blu Dot ‘Eeny Meeny Miny’
trays $179 bludot.com.au
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‘Poppy’ bench in oak/light
grey $229 lifeinteriors.com.au

Normann Copenhagen
‘Curve’ hook in misty
green $35 top3.com.au
West Elm ‘Deco’ marble coat
rack $349 westelm.com.au

Areaware ‘Stacking’
planter (tall) $150
until.com.au

Plyroom ‘Hang On
Piccolo’ coat rack $165
plyroom.com.au
Blu Dot ‘Pitter Patter’
umbrella stand $599
bludot.com.au

Normann Copenhagen
‘Analog’ magazine
holder in blue grey $199
arrivalhall.com.au

ferm LIVING ‘Rabbit’ storage
box $149 designstuff.com.au
Menu ‘Afteroom’ coat hanger in
black $275 arrivalhall.com.au

Muuto ‘Restore’ basket
in dusty green $145
arrivalhall.com.au
adore home
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